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Season 7, Episode 3
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Showdown! Revenge Match



The episode begins with a replay of a scene from the previous episode; Ifraid knocks Orojya out of the Stadium and wins. Everyone comments on how Orojya has lost, while Benkei and Mal compliment Zero, who is ecstatic about his victory. Later the next day, everyone around Metal Bey City is talking about Eight's loss and Zero's strategy on beating his Orojya. Bladers have visited the B-Pit attempting to improve their Beys to be like Zero. Zero is now a local idol. Shinobu is shown battling a Blader in the local Bey Park, merely toying with him and not putting any effort in at all. Zero shows up and challenges Shinobu. Mal comments on how much stronger Zero has become in an attempt to lure Shinobu in. Everyone is amazed at the challenge as they stare at Zero. Shinobu finishes off the Blader and walks away, refusing to battle Zero. Zero then hops into battling against Bladers in the Zero-G Stadium. Again and again, he continues to win with one-hit-KOs, vowing to become even stronger. The Bey Park Bladers are amazed at Zero's power and appear frightened. Mal comments that Zero's burning revenge and desire to battle Shinobu is driving pushing him to his limits and bringing out his power. Madoka and Benkei discuss about Zero and Shinobu, and how their next battle will be hard to predict. Tsubasa appears and interrupts their conversation, shocking both Madoka and Benkei. Tsubasa mentions that, in order to test Zero's power, and give him a chance to battle Shinobu, he is running a Tournament. Benkei offers to sponsor the tournament. The next day, Video Screens around Metal Bey City are showing a video of Blader Gai, who is informing Bladers of the Bey Park 1-Day Tournament. Shinobu appears shocked to hear of this. Benkei informs Zero of the 1-Day Tournament, and how Bull Burger is sponsoring the Tournament. He also explains that the Zero-G Stadium is used by default, and that Shinobu will more than likely enter. Zero jumps at this, realising that, if he and Shinobu reach the
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